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In this paper we further develop our research line of chaining several preprocessing methods with classifiers [1], by generating the complete workflow
schemes. These schemes, represented as directed acyclic graphs (DAGs), contain
computational intelligence methods together with preprocessing algorithms and
various methods of combining them into ensembles.
We systematically generate trees representing workflow DAGs using typed
genetic programing initialization designed for polymorphic and parametric types.
Terminal nodes of a tree correspond to the nodes of the DAG, where each node
contains a computational intelligence method. Function nodes of a tree represent
higher-order functions combining several DAGs in a serial or parallel manner.
We use types to distinguish between input data (D) and predictions (P) so the
generated trees represent meaningful workflows. In order to make the method
general enough to handle methods like k-means (where k affects the topology of
the DAG) correctly, we had to use the polymorphic type “list of αs of size n”
([α]n ) with a natural number parameter n and an element type parameter α. The
generating method systematically produces workflow DAGs from simple ones to
more complex and larger ones, working efficiently with symmetries.
To demonstrate our first results we have chosen the winequality-white [2]
and wilt [3] datasets from the UCI repository. They both represent medium
size classification problems. The nodes of the workflow DAG contain three types
of nodes; they can be preprocessing nodes (type D → D) – k-Best (it selects k
features most correlated with the target) or principal component analysis (PCA),
or classifier nodes (D → P ) – gaussian naı̈ve Bayes (gaussianNB), support
vector classification (SVC), logistic regression (LR) or decision trees (DT). The
last type of nodes implements ensemble methods – there is a copy node and a
k-means node, which divides the data into clusters by the k-means algorithm
(both D → [D]n ), and two aggregating nodes – simple voting to combine the
outputs of several methods, and merging for k-means node ([P ]n → P ).
To provide a baseline, we tested each of the four classifiers separately on
the two selected datasets. The parameters of the classifiers were set using an
extensive grid search with 5-fold cross-validation; the classifiers were compared
using the quadratic weighted kappa metric. Next, we generated more than 65,000
different workflows using the proposed approach, and evaluated all of them.
All computational intelligence methods used the default settings, or the tuned
settings of the individual methods (denoted as ‘default’ or ‘tuned’ in Fig. 1c).
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dataset
params
SVC
LR
GNB
DT
workflow
(a)

(b)

winequality
default tuned
0.1783 0.3359
0.3526 0.3812
0.4202 0.4202
0.3465 0.4283
0.4731 0.4756

wilt
default tuned
0.0143 0.8427
0.3158 0.6341
0.2916 0.2917
0.7740 0.8229
0.8471 0.8668

(c)

Fig. 1: Best workflows for the winequality (a) and wilt (b) datasets, and comparison of κ metric from the cross-validation of the classifiers and the workflows (c).
The best workflows for the two datasets are presented in Figs. 1a and 1b, and
their numerical results are presented in Fig.1c.
We have demonstrated how the valid workflow DAGs can be easily generated
by a typed genetic programming initialization method. The generated workflows
beat the baseline obtained by the hyper-parameter tuning of single classifier
by a grid search, which is not surprising as the single method is also among
the generated DAGs. On the other hand the workflows do not use any hyperparameter tuning. In our future work, we will extend this approach to a full
genetic programming solution, which will also optimize the hyper-parameters of
the workflows and we intend to include the method in our multi-agent system
for meta-learning – Pikater [4].
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